Custom Conveyors designed and manufactured by Wrabacon, Inc. prove to be efficient and inexpensive assets to production and assembly operations. Conveyors reduce or eliminate physical handling of product, which in turn generates a controlled product flow through the system that can be increased or decreased as the demands of the system dictate. Our conveyors add that needed utility because they are designed to our customers’ specifications; the customers know best, their needs. We have designed conveyors that are straight, inclined, declined and curved (45, 90 and 180 degrees). Conveyors let product travel around corners, over or under existing equipment, up to a higher level or down to a lower level, eliminating the need for the product to be physically carried. Our conveyors meet government regulations for carrying all types of products, including food and drug products. They can be constructed of painted steel or stainless steel. They can withstand regular soap and water washdown, as well as caustic solution cleaning.